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ENVIRONMENTAL LAW 
(LAWS3302)
Unit SYNOPSIS

unit description
Welcome to the study of Environmental Law.  The unit will be taught by Sharon Mascher and Alex Gardner, with participation from David Hodgkinson. 
This unit focuses on the law relating to the prevention of environmental harm (especially pollution) and environmental impact assessment in Western Australia, including State and Commonwealth law. To understand the applicable law, it will be helpful (and in some cases necessary) to include a study of some aspects of international environmental law and the environmental laws of other Australian jurisdictions.  
Environmental Law is developing rapidly, and the unit aims to give a foundation in core principles and address significant reforms.  There were significant reforms to the Western Australian legislation in 2003 and moderately significant reforms enacted in 2010, some of which are pertinent to our study.  The Commonwealth legislation, enacted in 1999, was subject to some significant amendments in 2006 and was independently reviewed in 2009 with a view to further amendment, which has not yet happened.  Both the WA and Commonwealth legislation (especially the latter) are the subject of a developing body of case law.  
A particular reform challenge confronting Australian Environmental Law is our response to climate change.  We will take the opportunity in this unit to explore the legal challenges associated with responding to this challenge with the view to equipping students to understand the issues and participate in the legal solutions.

Learning Outcomes
By the study of this unit you should be able to: 
	understand and explain the key concepts of (ecologically) sustainable development, environmental harm, pollution, and the guiding principles of environmental law; 

understand, analyse and apply the principal legal techniques of pollution control; including administrative legal instruments such as policies, licences and notices, property rights, and civil and criminal liabilities; 
understand, analyse and apply the State and Commonwealth regimes of environmental impact assessment; 
identify and understand the ethical issues underpinning environmental law; and
apply the above concepts to the issue of climate change.

Unit Website 
All unit information, subject resources and other means of communication can also be found at the Unit WebCT site: Link to WebCT: https://webct.uwa.edu.au/webct/entryPageIns.dowebct" https://webct.uwa.edu.au/webct/entryPageIns.dowebct 

Contact details
Unit coordinator: 
Alex Gardner 

Lecturers:
Alex Gardner
Sharon Mascher
e-mail:
alex.gardner@uwa.edu.au" alex.gardner@uwa.edu.au 
sharon.mascher@uwa.edu.au" sharon.mascher@uwa.edu.au 
Phone:
6488 2483
6488 7206
Office:
Law Link 1.40
Law 2.10
Consultation times:
Wednesday 
10:00am – 12:00pm 
Thursday 12:00 – 2:00pm 
                

Tutor(s)

Name:
Alex Gardner & David Hodgkinson
Email:
 david.hodgkinson@uwa.edu.au
Phone:
David: 6488 3668; 0402 824 832
Consultation hours:
For Alex, as above; for David by appointment, Rm G32

Seminar times:
Thursdays 10:00 am to 11:45 am
In Geography & Geology G.21: Webb Lecture Theatre 
Tutorial times:
Monday 9, 10 & 11am 
In Social Sciences G.27: Seminar Room 5 

TEACHING AND LEARNING RESPONSIBILITIES
Expected Fundamental Skills
This unit assumes that students have already developed certain basic skills. It is expected that students have an adequate command of:
	English and related communication skills – students are expected to have very high English language skills and to be able to understand and follow the principles of accepted expression and style.
	Information literacy skills – work with computers, whether for word processing or for legal research, are an important aspect of studying law; students are expected to have and to further develop the relevant skills.

If you are not well prepared in any of the above areas you should make every effort to remedy the situation through undertaking additional reading and/or practice. Do not hesitate to ask for advice from your teacher.
The University’s Student Learning, Research and Language Skills Service offers assistance in a variety of areas, including writing skills, study skills, examination preparation and stress management. The Service is located on the second floor of the Guild Village, south entrance/exit, and can be contacted
	by telephoning 6488 2423 or 6488 2258

via www.studentservices.uwa.edu.au/ss/learning" www.studentservices.uwa.edu.au/ss/learning. 
The Law Library offers regular classes to improve legal research skills.
Charter of student rights and responsibilities
The Charter of Student Rights and Responsibilities sets out the fundamental rights and responsibilities of students and their organisations at UWA. It recognises that excellence in teaching and learning requires students to be active participants in their educational experience. It upholds the ethos that in addition to the University's role of awarding formal academic qualifications to students, the University must strive to instil in all students independent scholarly learning, critical judgement, academic integrity and ethical sensitivity. The Charter also recognises that students are central to a dynamic University community. In doing so, the University recognises the importance of student rights, responsibilities and opinion and encourages diversity within the student body.

For the full text of the charter, please refer to http://www.secretariat.uwa.edu.au/home/policies/charter

Student Guild contact details
The University of Western Australia Student Guild
35 Stirling Highway 
Crawley WA 6009 
Phone: (+61 8) 6488 2295 
Facsimile: (+61 8) 6488 1041 
E-mail: enquiries@guild.uwa.edu.au
Website: http://www.guild.uwa.edu.au


Educational Principles
The University of Western Australia states, within its Strategic Plan, eleven Educational Principles ( http://www.catl.uwa.edu.au/current_initiatives/obe/principles) Drawing on these Educational Principles, this unit will encourage and facilitate you to develop the ability and desire:
	to master the subject matter, concepts and techniques of environmental law at internationally-recognised levels and standards; 

to acquire the skills required to learn, and to continue through life to learn, from a variety of sources and experiences; 
to adapt acquired knowledge to new situations; 
to communicate in English clearly, concisely and logically; 
to think and reason logically and creatively; 
to undertake problem identification, analysis and solution; 
to question accepted wisdom and be open to new ideas and possibilities; 
to acquire mature judgement and responsibility in ethical, moral, social, and practical, as well as academic matters. 

UNIT Reader & Other resources 
A course reader for the unit will be available for purchase at the Co-Op Bookshop, though this may be by two separate instalments during the semester.  Copies of the course readers will also be available on Closed Reserve.  As a trial, chapter 1 of the Reader will be available on the Unit WebCT site. 
The references included in the course reader are indicated in the synopsis with an * as cases for prescribed reading.  
The unit will focus on two pieces of legislation:  
* Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) (as amended in 2010) with the Environmental Protection Regulations 1987 and Environmental Impact Assessment Administrative Procedures made under the Act
* Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Cth).
You may access the legislation free of charge from the official government legislation publication websites:  
	Western Australia:  http://www.slp.wa.gov.au/index.html 

Commonwealth: http://www.comlaw.gov.au/ and http://www.austlii.edu.au/.  
A hardcopy of the Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) will be supplied at the seminar in the second week to students who authorise us, in the first seminar, to make a hardcopy for them.  We will expect students to have access to either a hardcopy or electronic copy of the Environmental Protection Act 1986 in both lectures and tutorials.  
Other materials required for the unit will be available electronically from on-line databases accessible through the Law Library and the Environmental Law WebCT site.  Many materials will also be accessible in the Law Library, including on Closed Reserve (CR) and Course Materials Online (CMO).  
There are a number of published books on Australian environmental law, though none is suitable for prescribing for a comprehensive study of the relevant Western Australian law.  Three helpful books for this unit, which will be available on Closed Reserve, are: 
* G Bates, Environmental Law in Australia, LexisNexis Butterworths, 7th edn 2010. 
* L Godden and J Peel, Environmental Law: Scientific, Policy and Regulatory Dimensions, OUP, © 2010 (actually published late 2009) 
* Z Lipman & G Bates, Pollution Law in Australia, LexisNexis Butterworths, 2002
You will find that other resources also contain some useful readings on many of the topics that we will cover, including the following:
	D Hodgkinson (general editor), Climate Change Law and Policy in Australia, LexisNexis Australia, (on-line electronic resource); and 
	T Bonyhady, Climate Law in Australia, Federation Press, 2007, (Closed Reserve in the Law Library). 

teaching method
The unit will be taught by a weekly two hour seminar and four rounds of tutorials.  The seminars and tutorials will not be recorded as discussion exercises form a significant element of both forms of classes and require the attendance and participation of students to work effectively.
The seminars and tutorials will aim to explore the basic issues and ideas relating to the various topics in the unit.  Two tutorial discussion exercises (tutorials 1 and 3) will address issues relating to the emission of greenhouse gases and climate change and extend students beyond the material covered in lectures.  The other two tutorial discussion exercises (tutorial 2 and 4) will be based on materials covered in the seminars and will provide an opportunity for students to apply this material in a problem-based context.     

schedule of SeminarS (Outline only) 
Seminar
Date
Topic for discussion
1
3 / 3 / 11 
1.  Introduction to Unit 
2
10 / 3 / 11 
1.  Objectives and Institutional Framework 
3
17 / 3 / 11 
1.  Objectives and Institutional Framework 
4
24 / 3 / 11
2. Policy Instruments and Information Tools
5
31 / 3 / 11 
3.  Regulatory and Other Controls on Pollution and Environmental Harm
6
7 / 4 / 11
3.   Regulatory and Other Controls on Pollution and Environmental Harm
 7
14 / 4 / 11 
3.   Regulatory and Other Controls on Pollution and Environmental Harm 
4.    Environmental Impact Assessment
8
21 / 4 / 11
4.    Environmental Impact Assessment
9
5 / 5 / 11 
4.     Environmental Impact Assessment
5.    Criminal Liabilities
10 
12 / 5 / 11
5.    Criminal Liabilities
11
19 / 5 / 11 
5.     Criminal Liabilities
6.     Civil Liabilities
12
26 / 5 / 11
6.    Civil Liabilities
13
2 / 6 / 11
6.     Civil Liabilities and Review
schedule of tutorials
Students must attend the tutorial group to which they have been assigned by OLCR unless the Unit Co-ordinator has approved their attendance in another group.

Four fortnightly tutorials are scheduled throughout the semester starting in the 4th week of semester, but with a fortnight’s break in weeks 6 & 7.  The six tutorial groups will meet in Social Sciences Seminar Room 5 at 9, 10 and 11am, 3 groups per week.  Please consult the timetable.

assessment
Assessment Summary

Item 
Weight
Due Date
1  
Final exam
60%
Exam period
2
Essays: EITHER
(a) 2 tutorial essays, 1,000 words, 15% each
OR
(b)  1 research essay, 2,500 words, 30% 
         Topic approval by 18 March
30%

(a)  5pm on 24 March & 5 May
(b)  Fri 3 June
3 
Tutorial performance
10%
Across 4 tutorials
Assessment Details
The assessment in this unit will comprise THREE elements:

1) 	Exam  The major end of semester assessment exercise worth 60% will be a TWO HOUR OPEN BOOK EXAM, answering TWO QUESTIONS from a choice of three questions, each question worth 30 marks.

Exam structure: The first two questions will be problem-based questions. The third question will be a selection of essay topics.  The questions (problem-based and essay) will be drawn from across the six topics covered in the unit together with relevant discussion in class and tutorial and will not necessarily be confined to specific topics or to a specific part of the unit.

2) 	Essays  The second element of the assessment will comprise one of the following two options, each worth 30%:

a)	Two short essays (maximum 1,000 words each) worth 15% each.  Students undertaking this option must write an essay on each of the two tutorial questions dealing with climate change (tutorials 1 and 3).  The tutorial questions will be released two weeks prior to the first round of the relevant tutorial.  

Option a) will be the default option for students who are not undertaking option b) described below.
OR
b)	One essay (maximum 2,500 words) on a climate change related topic selected by the student but approved by the unit coordinator and worth 30%.  This essay will be due on Friday, June 3 at noon.
This is an optional form of assessment. Students wishing to undertake this assessment option must have their topic approved by the unit coordinator, Alex Gardner, on or before Thursday, March 24.  

3) 	Tutorial attendance and participation  The third element of the assessment will be a tutorial attendance and participation mark of 10%, awarded to students undertaking each of the assessment options.  

All students are expected to prepare for tutorials and to contribute to tutorial discussions. Marks for tutorial participation will be based on the extent to which a student: 
	demonstrates that he or she is well prepared for tutorials; 

understands the issues and principles raised in tutorial questions; and
	participates constructively in tutorial discussions by answering questions if asked and volunteering comments, questions or answers in a way that is timely and develops the discussion.  It is the quality rather than the quantity of each student’s class participation that is most important. 

PLEASE NOTE: As tutorial attendance and participation is being assessed, students who for medical or other exceptional circumstances are unable to attend a tutorial should contact the unit coordinator in a timely manner and provide satisfactory medical or relevant supporting documentation to explain their absence. Where possible, attendance at an alternative tutorial will be arranged.  

Prize
The Kott Gunning Environmental Law Prize of $250 is awarded annually to the student with the highest mark in LAWS3302 Environmental Law.

Supplementary Assessment
Supplementary Assessment is not available in this unit except in the case of a bachelor's pass degree student who has a mark of 45 to 49, is currently enrolled in the unit, and it is the only remaining unit that the student must pass in order to complete their course.  Any supplementary assessment would take the form of the final exam. 
General Rules, Policies and Procedures
The Law School has a range of rules, policies and procedures that apply to all units unless expressly varied by the unit coordinator.  They should be read in conjunction with the unit outline.  The general rules, policies and procedures can be found on the Current Students webpage:
http://www.law.uwa.edu.au/students/policies 

This page contains policies relating to assessment, enrolment and lectopia:

	Academic dishonesty, includes the Faculty policy on misconduct 
	Appeals
	Assessment
	Assignments
	Results and progress status
	Special consideration
	Lectopia


Important Note: Academic dishonesty or misconduct includes cheating, plagiarism, falsifying results, collusion and helping someone else to commit any dishonest act. The penalties for academic dishonesty or misconduct can be severe, including exclusion from the University. 

Academic dishonesty or misconduct may have to be reported to the authorities responsible for admission to the legal profession, and will be taken into account in deciding whether a person is suitable for admission as a legal practitioner. 

Instructions for Tutorial Essays:  Due dates, word limits, extensions and submission 
The following are instructions for students submitting essays pursuant to assessment option 2(a) as described above.
Release of Tutorial Questions and Due Dates for Essays
The tutorial questions will be available two weeks prior to the first round of the relevant tutorial.
Essays are due by 5pm on the Thursday preceding the commencement of the first round of the tutorial to which the essay relates.  Those due dates are:  
	essays answering tutorial question one: 5pm on Thursday March 18;

essays answering tutorial question three: 5pm on Thursday May 5.
Essay Word Limit 
Essays must be within the stated word limit of 1000 words.  The number of words in an assignment includes all the words in the text including definite and indefinite articles, real nouns, headings and quotations.  Footnotes are not included in the word count provided they are used only to give citations or other brief information. If footnotes are used more extensively to provide commentary then these additional words may be counted.
If a student submits an assignment that exceeds the word limit, he or she may be penalised by a loss of marks. Marks will be reduced by the percentage by which the word limit was exceeded.
Extensions of time to submit essays
If a student is unable, for medical or other exception reasons, to comply with the deadlines for submission of an essay he or she may seek an extension of time from the unit co-ordinator prior to the submission day.  As the questions will be the subject of discussion in the tutorials, once the tutorial round has commenced, the question may be altered for late submissions if the Unit Co-ordinator determines this is appropriate.  Students should contact the Unit Co-ordinator to discuss their difficulties as soon as possible. Students should be aware that work conflicts and other educational commitments will not be considered sufficient to warrant an extension. 
Applications for an extension of time should be in writing and supported by medical certificates or appropriate documentation. The grant of an extension will be in writing. 
Instructions for Submission of Essays
a) Students submitting essays using the WebCT Assignment Tool
Students may submit their essays using the WebCT Assignment Tool located on the Environmental Law WebCT Page in the Tutorials & Essays folder.   Submission via WebCT will not ensure that your essay is marked anonymously.  Students wishing to ensure anonymity should follow the instructions below for submission of essays at Law Reception.  
The 'Assignment Submission Confirmed' box will indicate whether your submission has been successful.  The essays will be marked by Alex, who will give students feedback via WebCT as soon as possible after the tutorial round is completed.  
The essays should be submitted with the following covering details:  
	unit title: Environmental Law LAWS3302 and the tutorial question number;  

student number, not your name; 
a declaration of the number of words, and 
the standard Law School declaration that students are required to make when submitting an assignment: see below in bold type.
By submitting this assignment, I certify that:					
I have read and understood the Law School’s policy on academic misconduct;
This assignment is my own original work and all sources used in the assignment have been properly acknowledged;
This assignment has not been submitted for assessment in any other unit or course; 
The word count specified is truthful and accurate;
I have kept a copy of this assignment. 
Signed:  ________(State your student number)________

b)  Students Submitting Essays at Law Reception
As noted above, submission via WebCT will not ensure that your essay is marked anonymously.  Those students who prefer to secure anonymity may submit their tutorial essays in the traditional way.  All assignments submitted through the Law School’s front office must have a barcoded assignment cover sheet attached to the front.  Cover pages can be downloaded from www.business.uwa.edu.au/38566.
When you print your cover page, it will contain a bar code, unique to you, which identifies who you are. When you submit your assignment it will be scanned and your submission recorded electronically.  An automatic email receipt will then be sent to your UWA email address for the purpose of recording your assessment as lodged.  For the purposes of marking, you remain anonymous. Please contact reception on 6488 2945 if you have not received an email within two days of submitting your assignment.
In order to generate a cover sheet, you will need to have a Business School account.  To generate an account visit http://www.bits.biz.uwa.edu.au/students/oaa.htm .
The Business School IT team provides support to staff and students of the Law School. Your assignment cover sheet will have “Business School assignment cover page” written on the top left hand corner.  
If you have a problem printing your cover sheet, contact the IT help desk on 6488 7888. Please submit your assignment to the appropriately labelled box located at the Law School Reception.  For additional information about assignment submission, please visit the Law School’s StudentNet “Assignment” web page: http://www.law.uwa.edu.au/students/policies/assignments" http://www.law.uwa.edu.au/students/policies/assignments . 
Alex will also mark these essays and return them as soon as possible after completion of the tutorial round. 

